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INTRODUCTION
The focus of this research is to develop a

method for building Text to Speech Systems
for resource poor languages by using data
from other languages to fine tune a general
template polyglot TTS architecture.

Our method involves three main compo-
nants: language clustering, phoneme map-
pings and prosody modelling. As a proof
of concept, four TTS have been implemented
for English, Spanish, Malay and Iban as fol-
lows.

1. English TTS from German data
2. Spanish TTS from Indonesian data
3. Malay TTSs from English and

Afrikaans data
4. Iban TTSs from Malay, Indonesian and

Spanish data

THE COMPONENTS
The three components in brief:

• Language clustering: clustering the
language features into the individual
description of the target language

• Global phoneme mapping: defining
the global phoneme and identifying
two template of grapheme to phoneme
conversion.

• Prosody modelling: determine the
template of the prosody based on the
INTSINT modelling

To ease the adaptation from one language to
another, a phoneme substitution matrix has
been introduced. This matrix provides the
possible phoneme substitution when the re-
source language do not have the target lan-
guage’s phoneme.

THE LANGUAGE ADAPTATION

Language Clusters Creating Global
Processes Phoneme Set

Identifying Grapheme to Prosody
Phoneme Mapping Modelling
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RESULTS
Repondents in general can understand most
of the synthesised speech. Spanish respon-
dents mostly preferred the TTS using the
monolingual TTS, while there were similar-
ities in the preferences of English and Malay
respondents. Individual comments on dif-
ferent TTS adaptation were obtained.

1. English
Some German phoneme is not as
strongly produced as English. This is
a voice coder issue.

2. Spanish
Spanish polyglot is substantially
poorer than the monolingual, but was
perceived correctly.

3. Malay
English resources are preferable to
Malay. There was a noticeable accent
from English resources but this did not
restrict understanding.

4. Iban
Indonesian resource are the most pre-
ferred resource. Iban using Span-
ish resource are generated using Span-
ish prosody and thus respondents ac-
knowledge the slightly faster pace than
it should be.

More detailed results are presented in the
full paper.

CONCLUSION
This paper presented an approach to

adapting available resources to create TTSs
for resource poor languages. To evaluate our
approach, TTSs for two resource rich lan-
guages were implemented, namely English
and Spanish. These polyglot TTSs are com-
pared to a monolingual TTS. TTSs for two
resource poor languages, Malay and Iban,
were also constructed. The Malay poly-
glot TTS was developed using English and
Afrikaans data and the Iban polyglot TTS
was developed using Malay, Indonesian and
Spanish data.

The approach has demonstrated that it
is capable of producing acceptable polyglot
speech synthesis from different language
data. Although the output is not as good as
a monolingual TTS for English, Spanish and
Malay, the polyglot synthesised speech is ac-
ceptable to native speakers.

The respondents prefer Iban TTS gener-
ated from Indonesian data (which match the
Iban language features) although the TTS
using Malay resource is mimicking the na-
tive speakers’ tone. Spanish resource are
also preferred although respondents felt the
synthesised speech has a faster pace than it
should.

Future research will further investigate
the factors behind the relative effectiveness
of different related language resources.

RESOURCES
This research uses the multilingual data
provided by different organisation and re-
searcher:

• MBROLA - database by Faculté Poly-
technique de Mons, Belgium for lan-
guage and voice data

• The International Phonetic Alphabet -
by the International Phonetic Associa-
tion for phoneme set and notation

• SAMPA - by J. Wells as a computer
readable phonetic alphabets

• INTSINT - International Symbol of
Intonation was created and impro-
vises by Daniel Hirst of Université de
Provence.


